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Content naming and lookup are decisive functions of the future architecture named data network (NDN). The core concept of
NDN is the content distribution between consumers and content providers. The NDN supports advance vehicular networks
that is famous with vehicular-named data network (VNDN) with different naming schemes such as hybrid, flat, attribute-
based, and hierarchical names. These schemes are used in a static way for vehicular network, in summary, the hybrid, flat, and
attribute-based makes a complex structure, and on the other hand, hierarchical names long in length and name lookup
performance are a bottleneck in NDN, which can directly affect the network performance. Therefore, we introduce a dynamic
naming scheme and lookup method (DNSL) for VNDN to mitigate these issues. We argue that the dynamic naming scheme is
a better approach to VNDN, while the static name is a cost-effective, hefty, integrated fashion, and improper for the vehicular
network. This study focuses on (1) a dynamic naming scheme using dynamic-tag and (2) a lookup method based on node
partition of trie; the trie approach is very famed in data structure and extensively used for the lookup content, insertion, and
deletion processes. Our experimental evaluation shows that the DNSL scheme is highly efficient, scalable, and provably correct
for VNDN.

1. Introduction

Coincidentally, NDN is a role model of the information-
centric network (ICN) that allows users to request data with-
out knowing the host node. The core focus of NDN is data,
identified by names instead of nodes or devices in the net-
works. In the NDN architecture, all devices keep up infor-
mation with the NDN table’s structure, which commonly
uses the content table, pending information, and forward
information tables. Typically, VNDN covers these mecha-
nisms like NDN vehicle-to-infrastructure, vehicle-to-vehicle,
vehicle-to-everything, and infrastructure-to-vehicle [1].

Inspired by content, the named data networking (NDN)
[2] is a new data communication approach that will replace

the current IP infrastructure, which can help achieve perfor-
mance compared to IP-based vehicular networks. Now,
much-emerging applications and content distribution net-
works rely on named-based services for content forwarding
and fetching by names. Therefore, a name lookup, insertion,
and updates are the core function of the name-based vehic-
ular networks. The vehicular network (VN) is the extended
version of mobile ad hoc networks to provide moving vehi-
cles’ communication services. Moreover, in [3], VN is very
efficient for the large-scale distribution system and many
road safety systems. The current trend of VN’s communica-
tion is entirely based on IP addresses, which may have some
issues due to IP limitation. The VN environment requires a
vital communication link without session breakage. Hence,
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in this regard, VNDN provides a reliable and efficient com-
munication architecture for sharing any information
between moving vehicles in the traffic scenario.

The namespace is a crucial component of NDN. The
NDN adopts a hierarchical naming structure that is human
readable. It seems like a uniform resource locator URL with
separate “/.” The benefits of the hierarchical structure are the
compatibility with the system and minimize the routing
aggregation, which helps to improve the search for the rout-
ing table. However, the drawback of this scheme has a long
length. The hierarchical scheme is not suitable for that net-
work, which already has a long component, and it becomes
tough to remember and consumes more memory. On the
other hand, a flat naming scheme is introduced and uses in
future architecture of information-centric networks (ICN)
like MobilityFirst, NetInf, and DONA. The flat naming
scheme generates by different encryption-based [4]
methods. The flat scheme is globally unique but reduces
the aggregation process. Using a flat scheme increases the
size of the routing table and may be challenging to read,
which requires an additional cost to read it. The suitable
naming scheme is still a critical issue for all NDN-based net-
works and unique in VN.

The vehicular named data network (VNDN) has newly
received significant attention in the research community. A
name-based lookup method is essential. However, several cru-
cial issues and challenges related to name-based lookup are yet
to be addressed to successfully realize a content-oriented net-
work model for the VNDN and the future’s internet. The
name prefix is considered longer than the IP prefix [5]. The
lookup time for the name’s unbounded length may take more
time and increase the forwarding table’s size compared to the
IP prefix in a vehicular network. A name-based lookup
scheme faces significant problems. As per the NDN rule, the
packet’s reputation depends on the application naming
method for every request identified by a unique name.

Lookup is a core function of NDN to scan hundreds and
millions of characters to find the long prefix matching
(LPM) in the forwarded information base (FIB). The name
length is correlated to the lookup time, which has still a
big challenge to achieve the lookup speed [6]. Many naming
schemes (flat, hierarchical, and hybrid) are presented to
improve the lookup time, but FIB forwarding tables could
not give desired results, and the static naming scheme not
suitable for VNDN. Therefore, the existing baseline lookup
and naming methods based on trie are less efficient as per
the above discussion in achieving unique prefix naming
and lookup method for the dynamic scenario in VNDN.
Furthermore, the trie can play a crucial role in forwarding
tables [7] to get the desired content. This data structure sup-
ports both the longest prefix match (LPM) and the exact
match (EM). Trie is also beneficial to update and removal
function, which is the reverse of the insertion [8]. The chal-
lenges of existing studies and the benefits of trie motivated
us to design a unique naming and fast lookup method to
improve the performance of the whole network in VNDN.

In this paper, we address the content naming scheme
and name lookup issues for VNDN. We propose a dynamic
naming scheme and lookup method, efficient for the VNDN

environment, and offers a content lookup guarantee. The
dynamic naming scheme uses shared features of hierarchical
and hashed naming methods. At the same time, the lookup
method is based on node partition of Patricia trie (PT).
Moreover, our proposed method does not require any addi-
tional computational expenses to manage the trie structure.
Our proposed work is specially designed to meet the follow-
ing objectives:

(i) We design the novel trie based on node partition
using compact trie

(ii) The dynamic tag is introduced in this study used for
VNDN, which is unique to identify the producer
node and the content itself

(iii) We improved the content lookup process and mem-
ory usage performance via node partitions that
merge the same prefix bytes on a single node. More-
over, which helps to improve the overall network
performance

(iv) We also provide a quantitative comparison of our
DNSL scheme with the existing approaches

The existing naming approaches and lookup methods
based on the trie for vehicular are discussed in Section 2.
Section 3 presents the system model and interest process
for VNDN. Section 4 introduces the proposed scheme and
the evaluation of proposed work with other states of the
art. Finally, we conclude our work in Section 5.

2. Related Work

2.1. Naming Schemes. We first address the proposed naming
schemes presented in [9], a proposed naming system for
vehicular network traffic details, as this paper, focuses on
the naming scheme and lookup process. The following is
the naming scheme: “/traffic/geolocation/timestamp/data-
type/nonce.” The author uses the traffic variable as the iden-
tifier of the application, current location as road-ID and
segment value, timestamp as the time date, data type as the
type of data, and nonce as the nonce to prevent interest
duplication. To simplify NDN names, the author invented
the hash encoding scheme [10] for vehicular networks. The
procedure is divided into two parts: (a) compress the name
and (b) lookup procedure used the Wu-Manber method,
which is expensive due to its complexity.

Communication in ICN uses content information
instead of the geolocation and address of the interest source
[11]. Inspired by the content’s characteristics, the smart
house is introduced in [12], which gives an idea about a
smart house idea using a hierarchical naming structure
based on the NDN architecture. As per a naming scheme
structure, a component has specified the activity action and
sensing. The subcomponent identifies which exact action
will be executed to turn off the light, get its temperature,
and get the mac address of the terminal devices inside the
indicates by location components. The names in this system
are just too long.
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The NINQ (name-integrated query) systems introduced
a hybrid scheme [13] for the NDN architecture. This scheme
is divided into three parts: (1) hierarchical namespace, (2)
flat portion based on hashing, and (3) query, which used
command and interest as a satisfaction rate and typical
latency, use of energy, and volume of data in a network; this
scheme seems promising; the namespace and request proce-
dure may be too much longer.

A similar scheme is suggested in [14] in which hierarchi-
cal names for reliable models are used to ensure autonomous
vehicles’ validity in producing data. The scheme follow the
format as/applicationprefix/typeof data/datalocation/name-
marker/vehiclename/timestamp. The prefix of application
is a component that specifies the application name, which
generates a data type element that signifies the produced
data type and the current position of the component that
indicates the content’s location. For keeping the historical
detail of the vehicle movement, the label is used to identify
the starting and ending points. In this strategy, the location
may have numerous name components that make redun-
dancy and trouble in access.

The global name scheme is proposed using services-
based architecture (SEVen) [15]. The global name is the key-
stone of this architecture [16]. This naming scheme consists
of uppermost groups that indicate three main classes: (1)
services for safety, (2) transfer information, and (3) infotain-
ment. Prioritization of content is based on the class level.
Applications have identified the type and group of the ser-
vice into class levels. In conclusion, the name identifier and
metadata restrict discrepancies that result in demanding
data from the various neighboring producers.

To enhance the names lookup, the author designed the
adaptive prefix Bloom filter (NLAPB) [17] and uses a Bloom
filter to match the first part of a naming scheme, and a sim-
ple trie processes the other part of the scheme.

The similar work presented with a hybrid scheme [18] for
vehicular networks (VN’s) in ICN takes advantage of flat attri-
butes based on hash method and hierarchical naming struc-
ture. The naming format is distributed with three chunks: (1)
firstly, the name is used as an identifier of VN; (2) the next part,
which has the detail of consumers based on hierarchy scheme,
this portion supports simplifying the routing information and
name aggregation; and (3) the third or last portion is a flat por-
tion based on the Base64 format to contain owner signature or
item information using the hash method. The flat portion
promises content integrity. This scheme is theoretical and
needs a detailed feasibility analysis. Furthermore, the proposed
scheme has some drawbacks, containing long variables and the
absence of a name length restriction, resulting in a bulky prefix
table and a consumer takes much time to search the contents.
Meanwhile, in [19], we improve this study using a managing
scheme based on compact trie (CT) for VN. Moreover, the
authors examinedVN imitation outcomes and determined that
the proposed scheme improves space consumption and
lookup. The hybrid naming scheme has many benefits rather
than hierarchical or flat. However, a critical combination may
make a more complex scheme and increases lookup time
because of rehashing. Thus, a lithe and suitable naming scheme
is required yet for vehicular networks based on NDN.

2.2. Name LookupMethod. In PlusBitmap Caching (PBC) [20],
the first lookup request/com/yahoolindexll, since the cache is
already empty, the corresponding prefix is admitted to the
cache after the main table examine. If no false positives occur
when checking the bitmap, the second lookup request/com/
yahoolnews returns a cache hit. PBC accepts the third lookup
request/com/alibabalindex with a leaf flag since it misses the
cache but fits a leaf prefix in the main table. If there are no false
positives when checking the bitmap, the fourth lookup request/
com/yahoolindexll also hits the cached entry (/come/yahool∗,
Rl). As per our knowledge, PCB achieves the cache perfor-
mance and increases the trie height due to bitmap structure.

The NCIS [21] method adopts dual DHT rings to clas-
sify the contents elements. The first portion of this method
is based on names, while the other ring is based on contents.
Moreover, a pair of keys and values are used for a table. The
key represents a content’s name, and a value is considered a
pointer to the contents. The pointer acts like the lookup ser-
vice to the entry point, takes NDN-based names as input,
and then pushes it back to the contents. It might be possible
that if the NDN name fails to be routed, then the pointer will
carry the prefix information for routing. A name-based node
serves the push-it-back contents and handles the keys/value
pair. The ring, based on contents, provides the functions in a
similar way to conventional DHTs. The distinction is that
the name/other names pair is often pushed back to the
name-based ring by the content-based one. This technique
joins names with the content of hashes. NCIS is still in its
infancy phase and needs to implement on the NDN struc-
ture for content lookup and sharing.

The authors suggested BF-PDT [22] name search strat-
egy, which integrates the Bloom filter, popularity graph,
and the tire properties. The flowering filter in BF-PDT will
help to find out the variables in the application. Meanwhile,
the popularity graph is dependent on the content-centric
network characteristics and trie properties to improve the
trie structure. They also conducted tests for BF-PDT, dem-
onstrating that BF-PDT improves the searching speed at
reduced memory cost.

To provide NDN-based location data retrieval, the
author suggested a hierarchical name data structure in
[23]. The safety info is broadcast in vehicular networks via
the publisher and subscriber; the author effort in [24] uses
NDN and the hierarchical naming scheme.

To improve efficiency, the authors created a list of localized
hops. Subsequently, a piece of information is likely to share
with a prefix with earlier data, and the skip list (SL) checks start
nearly the node of that prefix that was earlier node. This pro-
posed method eliminates the significant node redundancy for
lookup time [25]. As a result, it significantly decreases the
searching time. The assessment results indicate that this design
achieves a performance compared to the initial design, but the
proposed design is complex to implement in reality.

The lookup speed can be achieved by port information
in the trie. The study introduced P-Trie [26] based on is
based on the trie. Each node has three portions: (i) accep-
tance (store last bit information of prefix), (ii) advanced
node (the node that holds the prefixes of its leaf node that
have a similar outgoing port but no one can further be
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divided like a child node, and (iii) the intermediary node
(holding others nodes). When an identical node arrives at
the advanced node, the port’s component is given back
instantly. Meanwhile, if an identical node occurs on the inter-
mediary node or acceptance node, the process will continue,
and the succeeding bits will be compared. On the other hand,
if a mismatching happens anywhere, the port push it back to
all elements, and the lookup process starts. The proposed trie
increase computational cost and not good for VN.

Another trie-based method is proposed to resolve the
longest prefix matching (LPM) issues in NDN [27]. The leaf
node is merged with their rooted node to achieve memory
and processing time performance. The author impresses by
the following reasons: (i) binary trie (it can be easy to com-
press), (ii) use bit string (can be processed quickly in any
naming system), and (iii) namespace (name is used for
direct lookup and forward it without parsing). The author
has used the longest prefix classification (LPC) based on dual
binary trie instead of longest prefix matching (LPM). It
works like LPM but stores only first-level components rather
than whole components’ names. A secured method is intro-
duced to extract the hybrid feature in [28], and the deep
learning model is designed for different application storages
in IoT devices [29].

The complex name strategy takes more processing time in
the FIB table [30, 31] than IP-based networks because of the
unbounded length of names. Name processing is a core issue
in the forwarding engine and needs to reduce the NDN struc-
ture’s table size. The global services demand a faster lookup
method in the forwarding table of NDN.

3. Proposed DNSL For VNDN

This section discusses the system model and presents the
proposed naming scheme and name lookup method using
dynamic tag. We aim to improve the overall performance
of the lookup process, insertion, and deletion entries in the
FIB table and reduce the memory using the DNSL scheme.

3.1. SystemModel.We consider a vehicular network by a graph
G = fN , Cg set of vehicle nodes N, and C is the connections
between the two ðna, nbÞ ∈N vehicles, where ðna, nbÞ indicates
the number of vehicles the moving in a different location. Each
node exchanges the packets (interest and data), and each
packet carries the content information. A desired content can
get from the producer node Dn or content server Cs.

3.1.1. Packet Process. When a request arrives at N , it first
checks the local cache; if matched then forward to the
requested node. If the content is not matched in local cache,
then it will check in PIT; if content is found then add the
interface information and discard it. Otherwise, the content
can be taken from Cs via FIB.

3.2. Proposed Naming Scheme. Dynamic naming offers a
flexible approach for VNDN to maintain communication
and record of moving vehicles based on ICN. Our proposed
DNSL scheme reduces the memory cost and achieves the
desired lookup performance in the routing table that is
shown in Figure 1. Firstly, we introduce the basic naming

format for a vehicular network and then presented the pro-
posed DNSL scheme’s structure and names lookup method
for VNDN.

3.2.1. Naming Scheme Format. The naming scheme is an
essential part, which helps to implementation in the NDN.
This section gives an overview of the NDN naming scheme
based on a hierarchical structure. Each application has its
proprietary namespaces, and then, the publisher generates
the desired data using a namespace giving to prearranged
policies. A general naming format of NDN is shown in
Figure 2, which is divided into three parts: (a) the first con-
sist of the vehicle information; (b) the second part keeps the
content information, which is stored in the content table to
serve the consumer request; and (c) used for authentication
purpose.

Both the consumer and publisher first register their
namespaces to join the NDN network. Each publisher is
declaring a list of contents, which they can provide to con-
sumers after registration. The consumers are generating
request with their namespace, such as “V117/Wasi/video/
aa.mp4/(L1, RSU1)/...,” where V117 indicates the vehicle
identity, “Wasi” represents the user information, video
belongs to a type of content, and aa.mp4 shows the subtype
of content, and (L1, RSU1) signifies the current status with
location and roadside unit identity of the consumer and
publisher. The novelty of the DNSL scheme provides many
advantages for VNDN based on ICN.

(1) Static part: in VNDN, the static prefix remains con-
stant once the consumer generates it. The static part
must be unique in the VNDN networks. Content
naming is played the role of uniqueness in VNDN

(2) Dynamic tag: we proposed a dynamic tag, which is
change by the movement of vehicles and gives the
current status of vehicles

(3) Dynamic tag helps aggregation, reduces the routing
table entries, and improves lookup speed compared
to CT scheme [19] and others (seen in Section 4).
This portion of our proposed scheme also allows
the facility to keep track of vehicle movements with
the NDN architecture. Figure 1 shows the structure
of the FIB table using a dynamic naming scheme

Figure 1 first stores unique static prefix using the NDN
storage structure and a second portion consist of dynamic
tag and captures the current position of moving vehicle,
and the roadside unit (RSU) acts as a next hop, when a
new request arrives, by default is stored in the stack. Then,
it performs more queries operations; the most top record is
returned by default from the stack of FIB. When RSU col-
lects the payback data, the removal process begins after get-
ting the data from the consumer. Our proposed works
reduce the routing table size in the same interest routing;
the record lookup and storage based on PT are discussed
in Section 3. Our proposed DNSL scheme uses a hierarchical
namespace and converts it into twofold chunks of the static
and dynamic parts shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 3 shows the comparison of the static naming
scheme and dynamic naming scheme in which our proposed
dynamic tag is associated with the dynamic scheme. More-
over, 1, 2, and 3 indicate that a single dynamic name can be
used for multiple dynamic tag, improving lookup efficiency
and reducing memory usage rather than a static naming
scheme. Furthermore, Figure 3(b) shows the dynamic and
static naming schemes using the same contents in the FIB
table, and we found redundancy in the static scheme, whereas
the dynamic restricts the redundancy using dynamic tag.
Moreover, in Figure 3(a), our proposed scenario illustrates
with dynamic naming for VNDN, in which each vehicle first
registered and generated its routing information to its nearby
RSU. Figure 3(b) shows the process of both dynamic and static
naming schemes using the same contents in the FIB table, and
we found redundancy in the static scheme, whereas dynamic
restricts the redundancy using dynamic-tag. Moreover, the
performance is discussed in Section 4.

3.3. Name Lookup for VNDN. The name searching process is
the primary function of the forwarding engine in NDN. The
proposed scheme keeps elements with familiar characters or
symbols in the content set Z and can be signified by a recur-
sive function.

DNSL Wð Þ = r, DNSL ξ p1½ �W
� �

, DNSL ξ p2½ �W
� �

, ::, DNSL ξ
apj

h iW
 !* +

,

ð1Þ

where r represents the root trie, ξpi confines the prefix
starting set with pi number of prefix characters at the inter-
nal leaf node, and j represents the number of leaf nodes in
DSðWÞ and j≤ max1≤i≤jWjW½i�. However, the existing
approaches simple trie has overhead in height and width,
NLAPB requires many pointers, consumes processing time
and more memory to fetch the desired result, and CT has
overhead in width that affects lookup time and takes more
memory. Therefore, we proposed DNSL, in which the
lookup method is based on node partition using PT; which
keeps all records in one node with the same characteristics,
symbol, and figures. The prefix matching for the given string
or name t with the length of y; in our proposed scheme,
DNSL PmatchDNSL3ptðtyÞ required a small number of
pointers to fetch the node and branching the nodes, such as

PmatchDNSL3pt tyð Þ = 〠
y

m=1

match t m½ �ð Þ,
δ:

(
ð2Þ

Suppose the symbols and characters from the ASCII
code are represented with C, where t½m� ∈ C. Besides, ≤ use
as a pointer to fetch the node’s record. As per Equation
(2), the lookup processing time is reduced rather than simple
trie, NLAPB, and CT. Moreover, CT required rehashing to
mitigate the collision concerning lookup and insertion.

We design the trie based on node partition. The partition
policy has two characteristics: first, we keep the record of the

Static prefix Dynamic tag

V117/Wasi/video/aa.mp4

V129/Jhon/image/hq.ping

V203/Nick/book/B1.text

: Indicate next hop

: Indicate current position

L60, RSU4

L1, RSU1

L20, RSU2

L5, RSU2

L40, RSU3

Figure 1: Dynamic naming process in FIB.

CTRY/CITY/ROAD-INFO/USER-ID/VEHICLE-ID/TYPE/SUB-TYPE: SIGNATURE

Vehicle information Content information Hash section

Figure 2: NDN naming format.
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previous node; second, a new node is created instead of the
previous. A new node is further split into classes: (a) remain-
ing bytes of the previous node and (b) the rest of the input
name. Furthermore, we discussed a node partition model
in Section 3.4, and Figure 4(a) shows the node partition
when we insert two prefixes, “/V117/wasim/Movie/Mis-
sion1” and “/V117/wasim/Movie/Mission2.”

3.4. Node Partition Model

Definition 1. (node partition model): gven table T and split
node position Np, each requested interest is divided into
two portions at position Np, namely, Pn and Cn (Pn + Cn).

The name lookup function for desired interest is determined
by

Interest = LPM X1 ∪ X2ð Þ =
LPM X1ð Þ,
y ∪ LPM X2ð Þ,

(
ð3Þ

where Pn ∈ X1, Cn ∈ X2, and y = remaining bytes.

X2 = y ∈T and y ≥ Cnjf g ð4Þ

As per giving Definition 1, the node partition is based on
content bytes. If the contents partially match the given

V203-L40-RSU3

V117-L20-RSU2

V129-L5-RSU1

V117-L1-RSU1

V117-L60-RSU4

Producer

(a) VNDN scenario

Static Naming Scheme
Content Next-Hop Content Dynamic-Tag

V117/Wasi/video/aa.mp4/L60/ RSU4 1 L60,RSU4
V129/Jhon/image/hq.png/L5/ RSU5 2 L1,RSU1
V117/Wasi/video/aa.mp4/L1/ RSU1 3 L20,RSU2
V203/Nick/book/b1.txt/L40/ RSU3 V129/Jhon/image/hq.png/ L5,RSU1
V117/Wasi/video/aa.mp4/L20/ RSU2 V203/Nick/book/b1.txt/ L40,RSU3

V117/Wasi/video/aa.mp4/

Dynamic Naming Scheme

(b) Naming scheme

Figure 3: VNDN scenario using dynamic tag.
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\V117\Wasim\movie\mission1

\V117\Wasim\movie\mission2

In
se

rt
 n

ew
 en

tr
y

/V117/Wasim\movie/mission

Node
partition

1 2

(a)

/V117/Wasim/movie/mission /V117/Wasim/movie/mission

Delete
process

Merge

\V117\Wasim\movie\mission2

1 2 1 2

(b)

Figure 4: Insertion and deletion process with node partition.

Input: Interest ½Vehicle information, Content information�
Output: Get desired data
1 Node=Rn;
2.if Cn½bid�!= “/” then
3. Return 0; //contents must start with “/”
4.whileðbid < ClenÞdo
5. if !(Cn)=Htthen
6. return 0; //not matched with hash table
7. Node =Nnode; //insert new record
8. if Exact match then
9. Vn ½Vid� = node;
10. V id + +;
11 whileðN − Bid!Nodelen&&Bid!ClenÞdo
12 if (node½Nid�= Cn½Bid�then
13 Bid + +;
14 N-Bid + +;
15 continue;
16 ifð!N − BidÞthen
17 return 0; //first byte not matched
18 break;
19 if (bid = Clen) then
20 ifððN − Bid = NodelenÞthen
21 return node; //content found
22 else
23 return 0; //lookup failed due to partially match
24 ifðN − Bid = NodelenÞthen
25 N − Bid=0; continue;
26 else
27 return 0; //invoke Algorithm-2(partition)

Algorithm 1: Lookup and interest contents.
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interest, then the splitter node such as Cn will keep a record
of its corresponding node Pn and then creates a new node.

The deletion process is the inverse of insertion. When
the content is matched, we delete the leaf entry node, and
the content will merge when the root entity is left with a sin-
gle node or child content. We consider the invalid removal
function if the content mismatching. The invalid has
occurred because the lookup function fails to match the con-
tents inside the trie. Figure 4(b) illustrates the reverse of
insertion with remove â€œ/V117/wasim/Movie/Mission2.”

3.5. Algorithm for Interest and Data Processing. Assume all
contents starting with slash “/.” When a request arrives for
content by the consumer, it invokes the following algo-
rithms. Algorithms 1 and 2 are a core function of our DNSL
scheme for VNDN. When a request arrives in the con-
sumer’s form of interest, it invokes Algorithm 1. Algorithm 1
first matched the consumer’s request using lookup func-
tion.). If the content is a partial match for insertion, it
invokes the partitioning Algorithm 2, in which it keeps the
Pn previous information and merge the prefix with bytes
and creates the new node for mismatched bytes. The process
will continue until set the prefix bytes, and the process is
shown in Figure 4. Moreover, if the requested content is
not matched, and it looks in the leaf node, and for insertion
entry, and then nothing changes in content tables if an exact
match occurred. This paper designed an Algorithm 1 for
lookup and insertion contents requested by the consumer
to get the desired information. Lookup algorithm can be
implemented in NDN routing architecture without changing
the core design of the NDN for the vehicular networks. Our
proposed algorithms are suitable as compared to existing
approaches regarding fast lookup, quick insert contents,
and less time to remove contents from the content table.
Algorithm 3 is designed for content deletion process, which
is the reverse of the insertion Algorithm 1 and the detail pro-
cess shown in Figure 4(b). Table 1 describes some important
notations, which used in this work.

4. Performance Evaluation

This section has conducted an immense analysis to evaluate
the proposed dynamic naming scheme’s performance and
the lookup method in the FIB table.

4.1. Simulation Parameters and Metrics. Our proposed work
is aimed at achieving the performance of prefix lookup,
insertion, and deletion times in milliseconds (ms) and
reduce memory consumption. Besides, we choose NLAPBT
[17], simple tire [18], and CT [19] as comparison. The pro-
posed trie is designed using C++ language, proposed naming
scheme is implemented on Figure 3(a) using NDN simulator
(NDNsim-2.7) [32], and performance measure in a virtual
machine on PC, and with Linux Ubuntu 20.04.1 (64-bit)
dual processor of inter-core i7-4600U CPU 2.7GHZ and
RAM 8GB. Moreover, the empirical distribution function
shows the distribution process time in milliseconds (ms) of

Input: Enter prefix
Output: Set the node with parent and child relationship
1 Initialize hash table;
2 ifPn matched & Cn not matched then
3 Keep record Pn; //at position Np

4 Create Nnode // with remaining bytes;
5 ontinue: until node is not set;
6 else
7 Node partition failed;

Algorithm 2: Node partition.

Input: Desired interest for delete
Output: Delete interest from content table
1 if!ðCnÞ =Ht then
2 return 0; // not matched with hash table
3 Nothing change;
4 if Exact match then
5 Vn ½vid� =Node;
6 V id− −Node Merge;
7 else
8 return 0; failed to remove contents

Algorithm 3: Remove content.

Table 1: Table of notations.

Notation Description

Cn Content name

Rn Root node

Vn Visited node

V id Visited node index

Bid Name of index

N − Bid Current node index

Clen Content length

Nodelen Working node length

Pn Parent node

Cn Child node

Vn Visited node

8 Wireless Communications and Mobile Computing



each prefix lookup, insert, and delete operation. The URL
dataset is collected from Shallalist [33], Alexa [34], DGA
[35], and DMOZ [36]. The range of prefix names are 1010
= 10,000 to 50,000,000 with 16 characters to 250 characters.
The program has run 1000 times to compute the result with
the 95% confidence interval.

4.2. Content Lookup Time. The lookup function is the pri-
mary step of insert content in the table and removes the con-
tent from the table. We randomly choose 100 contents for

the lookup operation that has shown in Figure 5. The size
of the content table is 1M to analyze the lookup perfor-
mance. Average lookup processing time 0.036(ms), which
is less than CT, NLAPB, and simple trie that is 1.5 (ms),
1.7 (ms), and 3.3 (ms), respectively. The DNSL scheme
achieves the lookup performance 97.6% CT, 97.8% NLAPB,
and 98.90% from simple trie.

4.3. Content Add Time. In Figure 6, we show the contents
insertion time for 100 contents inserted in the content table
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for a total of 1 million. We noted that our proposed DNSL
scheme takes less time with 0.085ms as with CT takes
0.16ms, and NLAPB takes 0.43ms, and the simple trie takes
1.4ms. Figure 6 indicates that the proposed scheme DNSL
achieves insertion performance 47% from CT, and 80% from
NLAPB, and 94% from simple trie.

4.4. Processing Time to Add 10% and 90% Contents. The
overall processing time is shown in Figure 7 for the total pre-
fixes 10n where n = f2, 4, 6, 8, 10g and 2 million contents for
Figure 8 in the tables. The 10% contents are insert of the
total contents. Similarly, Figure 8 shows the whole time to
insert 90% contents of the total contents. The results show
that CT, NLAPB, and simple trie are linearly high when

the numbers of contents increase compared to the DNSL
scheme. The reason is behind that existing approaches have
complex methods to add the content in the content table.

4.5. Content Delete Time. Figure 9 shows the average dele-
tion time of 100 contents from the content table. The result
clarifies that the DNSL scheme is efficient for deletion func-
tion. As per graph figures, CT consumes 1.8ms, NLAPB
2.3ms, and simple trie takes 3.3, respectively, while DNSL
takes 0.73ms. DNSL achieve performance 54.4%, 76.8%,
and 77.8% than CT, NLAPB, and simple, respectively.

4.6. Memory Performance. The DNSL scheme has a unique
structure and efficient lookup method for VNDN. According
to our proposed scheme, the routing information with the
same prefix or common contents store in a FIB stack only once
time and a dynamic tag is used for further routing rather than
storing complete content information. This naming scheme
helps to reduce the FIB table size and restrict the redundant
information. Let suppose, static name occupies the memory
using the prefix static length Sl, dynamic tag Dl, and Hl is
the next-hop length. Thus the length of each record using a
static scheme in the table for Ms:

Ms = 〠
n

i=1
Sℓi + 〠

j

j=1
Dℓj + 〠

k

k=1
Hℓk, ð5Þ

and the length of each record in DNSL occupies the mem-
ory with Md is

Md = 〠
1

i=1
Sℓi + 〠

j

j=1
Dℓj + 〠

k

k=1
Hℓk: ð6Þ
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The calculation of the compression ratio Cr to save the
total space in the FIB table Ts between the static and dynamic
naming schemes is

Cr =
Ms

Md
,

Cr = 1 − Ms

Md
:

ð7Þ

Figure 10 compares both the dynamic and static naming
schemes. We achieve 33% memory performance. Our pro-
posed scheme DNSL is better than static naming for VNDN.
Moreover, it illustrates that when a vehicle joined the structure
of DNSL, and it takes a little bit more memory but also less
than a static approach. After registration, the dynamic tag is
enough to store the vehicle’s information, reduce the content

length stores in the FIB table, consume less memory, and pro-
vide a dynamic environment for VNDN.

We can see in Figure 11 that the compression rate of static
content and achieve the space performance from 5% to 60%
and averagely 33% using the above mathematical model.

5. Conclusion

The choice of the naming scheme for lookup in vehicular
named data networks can significantly affect the network
performance. The static and dynamic naming approaches
have not yet been studied well. This article makes three
key contributions: (1) our proposed dynamic naming
scheme to solve the lengthy namespace problem and restrict
the redundancy contents in the naming scheme. Moreover,
our proposed work reduces the FIB table size and achieves
memory performance. (2) Our proposed work is unique to
identify the consumer and producer requests using the com-
mon characteristic of the vehicle and the dynamic-tag,
which improves the vehicular network’s overall perfor-
mance. (3) Lookup plays a decisive role in improving net-
work performance. Therefore, we designed a lookup
method based on node partition based to improve the
lookup, insertion, and deletion time. However, the results
show (see Section 4) that our proposed DNSL scheme is best
for VNDN and achieves the merit of structure in terms of
fast lookup, unique approach, and less memory usage. In
conclusion, our proposed work was found great when the
short namespace, fast lookup, and low memory require-
ments are the genuine concern.

Data Availability

The simulation data used to support the findings of this
study are available from the corresponding author upon
request.
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